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Asia: Different contracts, different cultures
KENNETH A. ADAMS

G

lobalisation has resulted in increased commingling of ways of
doing business, especially in Asia,
where a variety of influences has
resulted in a uniquely varied contract-drafting
culture. The only constant is that business
contracts are drafted in English, particularly
for cross border transactions.
Contracts in Asia can be drafted in different
ways. For example, contracts drafted in the
civil-law tradition differ from those in the style
typically used in common-law jurisdictions.
Civil-law contracts are usually shorter than
common-law contracts: civil-law jurisdictions
generally have more statutory contract law,
and in theory, that reduces the need to address different scenarios in a contract.
Take China, for example. According to
Steve Dickinson of the law firm Harris &
Moure, “Chinese courts won’t pay attention to

contracts more than about eight pages long.”
But common-law contracts exhibit different approaches of their own: You have U.S.style contracts and English-style contracts.
Both reflect the common-law practice of
addressing deal points explicitly. But as Mark
Anderson, an English solicitor and commentator on contract drafting, says: “U.S. contracts seem to take this approach one stage
further than English contracts, spelling out
obligations in what sometimes seems, to an
English lawyer, excruciating detail.”
In some Asian jurisdictions, notably Hong
Kong and Singapore, the English approach
has traditionally prevailed, due to historical
ties with Britain and the presence of UKbased law firms. But Andrew Godwin, senior
lecturer at Melbourne Law School, says: “The
U.S. approach has made inroads due to the
increasing presence of U.S.-based law firms.”

According to Godwin, U.S.-based firms are
increasingly establishing a Hong Kong law
practice in addition to their U.S. law practice,
leading to an interesting blend of styles and
influences.
An example of that is the Hong Kong office
of the U.S. law firm Akin Gump. According to
partner Andrew Abernethy, their dual-qualified lawyers are equally adept at handling
U.S.-style and English-style contracts. Says
Abernethy: “Because of protections offered by
New York law and comprehensive U.S.-style
documents, our loose rule of thumb is ‘Buy
under New York law, sell under English law.’”
*Kenneth A. Adams, a lecturer at the University
of Pennsylvania Law School, is a speaker and
consultant on contract drafting. He can be
contacted at kadams@koncision.com.
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DATE: 21 FEBRUARY 2013 | TIME: 8:30AM - 4PM | LOCATION: SINGAPORE
ALB is pleased to present internationally renowned contracts expert Ken Adams for one day only in Singapore. This hands-on
seminar explores how to draft contracts that express deal terms clearly and effectively, saving you time and money, enhancing
your competitiveness, and mitigating risk. Rather than simply lecturing, Ken uses interactive exercises, encouraging participation
and addressing practical considerations related to the drafting process. This seminar is valuable for both junior and senior legal
professionals, with tips that apply to all contracts drafted in English, whatever the governing law.
WHAT YOU’LL LEARN
— Practical skills from a global industry leader
— The problem with mainstream contract language
— How efficient contract drafting can benefit your business
— The basics of rigorous contract language and layout
— Why revising your contract process can improve contract language
SPECIAL OFFER- FREE BOOK!
Each participant will receive, at no extra charge, a copy of the latest edition
of Ken Adams’s book, A Manual of Style for Contract Drafting. The seminar
explores issues addressed in detail in this one-of-a-kind book that has
become a valued resource for the legal profession.
A Manual of Style for Contract Drafting is a must for anyone who works
regularly with contracts of any kind. It’s a unique resource, and I defy anyone to
make sense of contract language without it.
Contracts Manager · InnoPath Software, Inc.
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LEARN EXPERT DRAFTING TECHNIQUES
FROM A LEADING AUTHORITY

Ken Adams
Lecturer - University of Pennsylvania
Law School
Founder, President - Koncision
Contract Automation

As the leading authority on contract language, Ken
Adams has successfully coached people around the
world in drafting clearer contracts. His book A Manual
of Style for Contract Drafting is one of the American
Bar Association’s bestselling titles. Mr. Adams has
been named as one of 50 leading innovators in the
legal profession. For more information about Mr.
Adams, visit www.koncision.com

This was by far one of the most useful
professional development programs i have
attended in years. I highly recommend it to
lawyers of all levels of experience.
Knowledge Management Lawyer,
Fraser Milner Casgrain LLP

PUBLIC CPD POINTS

Price includes the seminar,
luncheon, course materials, and a
complimentary copy of Ken Adams’s
book, A Manual of Style for Contract
Drafting.
Early bird - SAVE S$600
*Register before 31 JANUARY
2013 and pay only S$888 +GST
Regular price S$1,500 +GST
Group price - SAVE AN
ADDITIONAL 20%
Register five participants from
your organization and
pay only S$3,552 +GST (ie one
person attends for free)
For enquiries, please call Tel:
(65) 6870 3305 or e-mail
lucinda.maguire@thomsonreuters.com

